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A prominent
Canadian
Amateur advised
me of a recent
discussion among
a group of
well-meaning Amateurs.
They were discussing programming their
VHF and UHF FM Amateur equipment for
the non-Amateur frequencies of local
first responder agencies.
This was a “just in case” idea that, in the
event of an emergency, Amateurs
operating on these non-Amateur
frequencies would improve
interoperability with first responders.
My correspondent was wondering
whether this was the right thing to do.
The short answer is “no”.

Amateur to Amateur Communication
When using our Amateur stations, we
Amateurs may communicate only with
other Amateurs. This is clearly stated in
Sections 47 and 48 of the
Radiocommunication Regulations:
47. “A person who operates radio
apparatus in the amateur radio service
may only... (a) communicate with a radio
station that operates in the amateur
radio service.”
48. “In a real or simulated emergency, a
person operating radio apparatus in the
amateur radio service may only
communicate with a radio station that is
in the amateur radio service in order to
transmit a message that relates to the
real or simulated emergency on behalf
of a person, government or relief
organization.”
This is reinforced in the Basic Qualification
Exam. Take a look at question B-001-011001 which starts with “Amateur radio
stations may communicate”.
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The correct answer is: “only with other
amateur stations.”
One of the wrong answers is “with any
station involved in a real or simulated
emergency.” If you think we Amateurs
can use our radio equipment to
communicate with non-Amateurs in an
emergency, you’re wrong. Furthermore,
Amateur stations may only operate on
those frequencies outlined in RBR-4 –
Standards for the Operation of Radio
Stations in the Amateur Radio Service.
So, if you operate your Amateur Radio
equipment on frequencies outside the
Amateur bands, you are violating the
Standards set out in RBR-4. If you
communicate by radio with a nonAmateur station, you are violating
Section 47 and, in an emergency,
Section 48 of the Radiocommunication
Regulations.

More reasons
In Amateur Radio, we pass examinations
to confirm our operational and technical
qualifications. Because we pass these
exams, we have very wide-ranging
permission to experiment with radio,
including, for Advanced Amateurs, the
authority to build and modify our
transmitters. Our equipment must meet
only those technical standards described
in RBR-4 and the Radiocommunication
Regulations. These include spectral purity
and not causing interference to other
services, among other requirements.
In most other radio services, operators
have few or no qualifications. For most of
these, the radios they use are “black
boxes” that they use strictly to
communicate, often for a work purpose.
These radio users are not experimenters
or hobbyists, and the equipment they
use has the minimum adjustability.
The technical standards for equipment in
these services are outlined in various
Radio Standards Specifications (RSS)

RAC’s Regulatory Priorities:
Mid-February 2022
1) RBR-4 update – RAC reviewed ISED’s
final draft of the document and provided
final comments on January 27. The next
release will formalize Amateur access to
630 metres (472 kHz) and the new
worldwide 15 kHz allocation at 60 metres
that begins at 5351.5 kHz. We will issue a
bulletin and include information on our
website as soon as ISED makes an official
release.
2) RIC-9 – RAC is now preparing a survey
to identify the preferences of Canadian
Amateurs and ISED is preparing questions
for the survey.
3) Entry-level Certificate – An initial
discussion with ISED has been planned for
April 21.
4) Enforcement – RAC is organizing a
team to work with ISED enforcement staff
to establish guidelines and best practices
for those rare occasions when we need
ISED’s intervention.
5) World Radiocommunication
Conference (WRC-23) Preparations
Paul Coverdale, VE3ICV and Bryan
Rawlings, VE3QN, have attended
numerous virtual meetings of ITU working
groups. We have some concerns about
agenda items that affect our interests at
1.3 GHz, 10 GHz and with Wireless Power
Transfer (WPT) proposals below 100 kHz.
Harmonics from these systems could
threaten LF, MF and HF Amateur Radio
interests.
6) Regulations for the Amateur Satellite
Service in Canada – Canada has never had
regulations for Amateur satellites and this
makes licensing Canadian Amateur
satellites extremely difficult. RAC has
proposals to add regulations and
suggestions for licensing procedures and
we will share these with ISED on April 21.
7) Update to CEPT T/R 61-01 – RAC has
proposed to ISED a clarification to the
identification requirements for foreign
Amateurs visiting Canada to bring them in
line with Canadian call areas.
8) CARAB – On April 21, RAC and ISED will
convene a meeting of the Canadian
Amateur Radio Advisory Board (CARAB).
The agenda is in development and will
likely include items 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 in the
list of priorities.
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documents. For example, RSS-236 –
General Radio Service Equipment
Operating in the Band 26.960 to 27.410 MHz
sets out the technical standards for
General Radio Service (GRS) equipment,
commonly known as “Citizens Band.”
Annex E of RSS-210 – Licence-Exempt
Radio Apparatus: Category I Equipment
sets out the standards for the Family
Radio Service (FRS) and the General
Mobile Radio Service (GMRS).
Amateur Radio equipment standards are
much more flexible. There is no Radio
Standards Specifications (RSS) document
established for Amateur Radio
equipment. We can do all sorts of things
with our equipment and Family Radio
Service (FRS) radios cannot even include
an antenna other than the one built in to
the radio.

Mods: A one-way street; no U-turns
If you were to reprogram your 70cm
handheld (HT) to operate on FRS
frequencies, it would not be legal to
transmit there, as only RSS-210 Annex E
compliant equipment may be used in
FRS. The same principle applies to almost
every other radio service, whether
licensed, certified or licence-free.
We Amateurs may freely modify
equipment used for other radio services
to adapt them to Amateur Radio use.
However, if we do so that equipment is
no longer compliant with its original
purpose and cannot be used for it. Yes,
we can modify FRS radios for 70cm
Amateur use, but those same radios can
never be used on FRS again. The same
applies to GRS or any other non-Amateur
equipment.

What About CFARS?
In the Canadian Forces Affiliate Radio
System (CFARS) individual Canadian
Amateurs can be authorized to operate
their stations outside the Amateur bands
using National Defence-assigned call
signs for very specific National Defence
purposes.

There is an approval process for an
individual to become active with
CFARS and a commitment of time is
required. The Department of
National Defence and ISED have an
agreement regulating how CFARS
stations are authorized. This is the
only circumstance in which you may
be authorized to transmit with your
Amateur Radio equipment on
frequencies outside the Amateur
Radio bands.

Remember our role in
emergencies
We Amateurs are useful in times of
disaster or emergency. When first
responders’ systems fail, we can
help fill the gaps in their
communications.
The way we do it is by deploying
Amateurs with the agencies that
need our help to communicate.
Using our own equipment and our
own communications abilities, we
pass messages on behalf of those
agencies. However, those messages
must be passed from one Amateur
to another on an Amateur band.
Once the first responders’ own
communications systems are
restored,
we are no longer required and we
can redeploy where we are needed
or go home.

In short: DON’T
Do not transmit outside the Amateur
bands. Do not use your Amateur
equipment to communicate with
non-Amateurs. Don’t even plan to
do it.
We Amateurs have a lot of skills and
flexibility. We can be the “Swiss
Army Knives” of radio
communications, but we must also
know our limits. Those limits are: the
frequencies and standards detailed
in RBR-4, and we may use our
stations to communicate only with
other Radio Amateurs.
Dave Goodwin, VE3KG
RAC Regulatory Affairs Officer
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Bio: Dave Goodwin, VE3KG –
RAC Regulatory Affairs Officer
Dave Goodwin,
VE3KG, has
been an
Amateur
since 1975, is
an active HF
Contester and
DXer and his
DXpedition
to Point Amour Lighthouse was featured
on the front cover of the NovemberDecember 2020 issue of The Canadian
Amateur.
Dave has also volunteered his time at the
national level and has served as the RAC
President, the RAC Director for the Atlantic
Region, RAC Member Services Officer and
currently as the Regulatory Affairs Officer.
Dave taught Basic and Advanced
certification courses with the Fredericton
(NB) Amateur Radio Club before moving
to Ontario and he has taught the
RAC Advanced course for Maple Leaf
Operators (present and future) since the
pandemic began in 2020.
As RAC Member Services Officer, Dave
launched the new Canadian Portable
Operations Challenge Award for RAC
members which began on Canada Day,
July 1, 2021.
The “RAC Challenge” recognizes all
portable operations in which RAC
members participate and has similar
features as a contest.
Amateur Radio contests in VHF, UHF and
the Microwave bands all have categories
for “Rovers” – who move from grid square
to grid square and “Backpackers” –
who seek out hilltops from which to
operate with highly portable equipment
and antennas.
In addition to being fun, these activities
provide an opportunity for Amateurs to
experience what is required to set up and
operate under challenging conditions
– valuable experience for emergency
preparedness.
For more information visit:
https://www.rac.ca/rac-challenge/
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